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TPER (Trasporto Passeggeri Emilia-
Romagna) is a company born in 
February 2012 from the merge of the 
transport sector of ATC spa (Bologna 
and Ferrara bus transport) and the 
transport sector of FER spa (Regional 
train transport). 

The company employs about 2.537 
people (311 on trains, 1.532 bus 
drivers, 230 technicians and workers, 
183 for service management and 
control; 281 employees)

BUS
MAIN DATA 
Km/year: about 50 millions
Passengers/year: 126 millions
Bus fleet: 1350 vehicles.
Service area: about 6.330 kmq
(Bologna and Ferrara Cities 
and Provinces).

TRAIN
MAIN DATA
Km/year: 5,16 millions 
(about 27,5% of the regional
train transport)

Passengers/year: About 8 millions 
Goods transport: 1, 5 millions km/year



Recharging system for season tickets on 
contactless smart card

Objectives: 
- Create a network of recharging 
points for the new season tickets 
on contactless smart card “Mi 
Muovo”.
- Create a service widespread on 
the territory in order to free season 
tickets holders to go to ticket 
offices to recharge their cards

Results :
The system allows to recharge the 
cards using Automatic Teller Machines 
of banks.  The service is available on 
ATMs of major banks distributed in 
whole Regione Emilia Romagna.
At the moment it’s addressed to season 
tickets holders but it’s open to 
extensions.
The recharge service is also available 
via WEB 

Lessons / up-scaling:
The system is easy to replicate in 
other cities but a necessary 
condition is the presence of an 
electronic ticketing system.
A strong commitment on the part of 
banks is necessary in order to work 
with success in the  «closed » world  
of banks that is characterized by 
high security policies, private 
protocols and strict certification 
procedures.



1. After inserting his own
card “BANCOMAT”and 
after being identified, the 
customer selects the 
service he wishes to
access to 12345678

2. The customer has to 
enter the NUMBER 
associated to the 
MIMUOVO card

3. He then chooses a 
contract to be recharged
among those on the card

4.He finally confirms the 
request

ATMs Recharge procedure



Season Ticket

Card Number

Total Amount

Recharge receipt



The  WEB The  WEB applicationapplication allowsallows ticket ticket rechargerecharge onon--line line 
throughthrough credit card credit card paymentpayment

WEB Recharge



Recharges data
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Integrated PT Fare System

TPER and Regione Emilia Romagna together with the local transport 
operators of the region have worked to create an intermodal network 
(railway, bus) through the integration of services and the realization of an 
integrated fare structure and an electronic ticketing system named “Mi 
muovo”. On 1st January 2010 the first application started in Bologna. 

Mimosa developed the supporting activities for the launch of the new 
electronic fare and ticketing system in order to increase awareness and 
acceptance of the new system.



Ticketing on board
The measure developed a solution for ticketing on board on 
suburban buses that uses the on board computer and validator
already installed on the vehicle.
The system allows the driver to issue tickets by means of the on-
board computer selecting the requested tariff, coding a virgin 
magnetic ticket and validating it; the driver receives money from PT 
users.



Hybrid buses

The 2 hybrid buses are in regular service on urban routes. 
Bus characteristics:
- urban vehicle 12m lenght;
- 3 doors;
- highly innovative without batteries;
- equipped with supercapacitors.
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Control centre



Control centre: 
Lines representation



Control centre:
Bus localization on the carthograpy



Real time info at bus stops



Information via sms

Simply sending an SMS to the 
“Hellobus service” specifying
the bus stop number and the 
line you receive an SMS 
answer with next two bus 
arrival time



Many Thanks

Mirco Armandi
mirco.armandi@tper.it
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